Used C4 Questions

Since Nov 03 1st job
In country 10 mos
MI Brother

1. Change routine - did provide all
   MQ, BMD did repair. 5-4 did all
   supply actions & repair. HHC took
   over IMRE's distro & water. Used
   a local national team to enforce
   QOL 4 repairs. Code 85 - have
   been w/unit for 6 months
   Qog called QIG - Iraq International
   Manning (Rebuilding Iraq) - Manpower
   Div.

2. DOD is always a high priority,
   if 8pt was not there, it's a big
   deal - want to take care of it.
   DOD did not adversely impact normal
   operations. Draw IMRE's from MSG -
   lost the ability to surge
   Cold spell - purchased blankets &
   replaced heaters.

Nothing in SOP (Logistics for DOD -
Supply System is the same.

2. Transportation - had to release take
   them downtown where they can
   catch a cab. HHC takes this
Sundry packs - no sunny packs
we stay according to travel
value. They generally stay only
a few days. 3-4 lots of
convoys (named) transferred to
Abu. Evidence goes with them.

We eat WRE's, fall out, park,
matches. They are fed 3 x a day.

Given jumps, 3 suits (1 per). Sometimes
they stuff them with old clothes. When
and cold, we give them two
suits.

They take jumps, suits & clean
them at KBR facility after
repatriation or transfer.

4. Latrines are serviced by Taifer,
subsidiary of KBR. Water
(bottle) is contracted at Taifer.
Contracted out by division.
KBR does laundry of a local
contract for a諠ucer - for linguists,
interpreters, etc.

5. How to search detainees only.

1. Space is the biggest issue,
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Responding to emergencies
for repair, Feeding Schedule
Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner.